SUBJ: SOVIET-IRAQ COMMUNIQUE

1. JOINT SOVIET-IRAQ COMMUNIQUE, ISSUED FOLLOWING AUGUST 4-12 VISIT TO USSR OF IRAQI DELEGATION HEADED BY SADDAM HUSSEIN TIKRITI, INDICATES SOVIETS FAILED TO PERSUADE IRAQIS TO MODIFY THEIR TOUGH ANTI-NASSER STAND, AND THAT TWO SIDES CONTINUE TO DISAGREE OVER HOW TO DEAL WITH ME SITUATION. COMMUNIQUE CONTAINS NO MENTION OF AGREEMENT ON ADDITIONAL SOVIET AID TO IRAQ, NOTING ONLY THAT BOTH SIDES HAVE AGREED TO CONTINUE TALKS. THIS SUGGESTS THAT IN RESPONSE TO IRAQI REFUSAL TO ADOPT MORE MODERATE LINE ON ME, SOVIETS MAY HAVE TAKEN TOUGH BARGAINING STANCE ON AID QUESTION AND MAY EVEN HAVE TURNED DOWN IRAQI REQUESTS FOR EX-
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2. DEPTH OF DISAGREEMENT IS MOST STRIKING IN TREATMENT OF ME, ON WHICH COMMUNIQUE SAYS ONLY THAT SIDES "EXCHANGED VIEWS ON SITUATION." THIS IS STANDARD SOVIET COMMUNIQUE LANGUAGE FOR LACK OF ANY AGREEMENT. TOTAL ABSENCE OF COMMENT ON ME SITUATION STRIKES US AS SOMEWHAT SURPRISING. EVEN ASSUMING FUNDAMENTAL DISAGREEMENT OVER SITUATION, TWO SIDES MIGHT HAVE BEEN EXPECTED TO COME UP WITH SOME STANDARD LANGUAGE CONDEMNING ISRAELI AGRESSION. EXTENT OF DIFFERENCES IS ALSO SHOWN BY FACT SOVIETS CHOSE TO OMIT ANY REFERENCE TO "SUPPORT FOR ARAB STATES AND PEOPLES". ONLY RELATED AREA ON WHICH SOME AGREEMENT WAS POSSIBLE IS PERSIAN GULF, WHICH RATES PARAGRAPH EMPHASIZING NECESSITY OF LIQUIDATING IMPERIALIST PRESENCE IN REGION.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF ATMOSPHERE OF "OPENNESS AND MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING" IS DEFINITELY ON COOL SIDE AND COVERS WIDELY DIFFERING VIEWPOINTS. OTHER NOTICEABLY RESTRAINED STATEMENTS INCLUDE EXPRESSION OF "SATISFACTION" WITH STATE OF RELATIONS BETWEEN TWO COUNTRIES AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MEETINGS AS "USEFUL". ALTHOUGH TIKRITI HAD OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED MEETING WITH KOSYGIN ON AUGUST 11, COMMUNIQUE POINTEDLY FAILS TO MENTION THIS, IN LISTING MAZUROV AND PONOMAREV AS HAVING LED SOVIET SIDE.

4. WHILE WE WOULD EXPECT IRAQIS TO HAVE SOUGHT ADDITIONAL AID FROM SOVIETS, COMMUNIQUE GIVES NO HINT THAT SOVIETS MADE ANY NEW COMMITMENT. IN PHRASING THAT APPEARS INTENDED TO REFER MAINLY TO PAST ASSISTANCE, IRAQI SIDE EXPRESSES GRATITUDE FOR SOVIET ASSISTANCE IN "DEVELOPING ECONOMY, TRAINING NATIONAL CADRES AND STRENGTHENING DEFENSE CAPACITY" OF IRAQ. HOWEVER, COMMUNIQUE CONTAINS NO CLEAR INDICATION THAT SOVIETS WILL CONTINUE SUPPLY AID, SAYING ONLY THAT SIDES AGREED TO CONTINUE TALKS "TO CONCLUDE AGREEMENTS ON NUMBER OF CONCRETE MATTERS."

5. PERHAPS TO MAKE UP FOR LACK OF ANY DISCUSSION OF ME SITUATION, PORTIONS OF COMMUNIQUE DEALING WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL ISSUES CONTAINS UNUSUALLY LARGE AMOUNT OF WINDOW DRESSING: TREATMENT OF A NUMBER OF ISSUES--DENUNCIATION OF US AGRESSION IN SEA, ABOLITION OF COLONIALISM, SUPPORT FOR CES, BAN ON CHEMICAL WEAPONS, SUPPORT FOR SEA BED TREATY AND ROLE OF UN--CLOSELY follows LAST.
MONTH'S SOVIET-UAR COMMUNIQUE (MOSCOW 3999 NOTAL). NOTEWORTHY POINT IS PITCH, WE ASSUME BY SOVIETS, FOR GENERAL RECOGNITION OF GDR AND ADMISSION OF BOTH GERMANIES TO UN.

6. IN WHAT MAY HAVE BEEN A MINOR CONCESSION, COMMUNIQUE NOTES THAT BREZHNEV, PODGORNYY AND KOSYGIN ACCEPTED INVITATION TO VISIT IRAQ. HOWEVER, STATEMENT THAT TIMING OF VISITS WILL BE DECIDED THROUGH DIPLOMATIC CHANNELS SEEMS TO IMPLY VISITS ARE UNLIKELY TO TAKE PLACE SOON.
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